Introduction

Welcome to The Magic Happens Summer 2010 Edition.
Thank you for taking the time to pop in and spend some
time with us, we appreciate your visit.
We want to thank you as we begin our 4th year for your
continued support over the last 3 years. You rock, and this
wouldn’t be possible if you didn’t drop in from time to time.
After a bit of a rocky third year, we thought that it might
serve us if we started the fourth year by writing an issue
about ‘contentment.’ Life is not always what we expect and
finding contentment in the throws of life doing its thing is a
valuable skill for anyone doing this human walk.
We received many emails in the last 6 months from reader’s
who were concerned that The Magic Happens may be
coming to the end of its short life. If you were one of those
who were concerned, we want you to know that we are here
to stay even if we hit a bump or two along the way. And we
are content with whatever happens while on the journey to
each issue.

Summer is one of our favorite issues, not just because it’s
the beginning of a new year for The Magic Happens but also
because it is the season of warmth, beauty and sunshine.
There is always a great deal to do in the summer time;
friends to hang out with, scenery to see, bar-b-ques to
attend, family to spend time with and so much more.
So how will you spend your summer? Would you like to
share some of your adventures with our readers?
We would like to invite you to send in a composition about
an adventure you had this summer and have it included in
The Magic Happens Autumn 2010 edition. If you want to
play, write about your adventure in 2500 words or less,
package it up with 4 – 6 pictures and send it email to
Wayne@themagichappens.com BEFORE September 1st,
2010. We will contact you via email if your adventure
composition is selected for the issue. We look forward to
reading about the cool things you did this summer.
Now with no further ado, enjoy your time with us.
Happy Trails
The Magic Happens Crew

